High Voltage Gloves should be worn whenever working near high voltage components.

**HV Glove and Leather Protector Set**
Set of: 96-002 High Voltage Premium Goat Skin Leather Protectors and Black Electrical Insulating Inner Gloves - Class 0

ORDER NO.
Both Glove Sets (Inner and Outer) are sold in pairs (1 left / 1 right)
WTH19651708 - SIZE 8
WTH19651709 - SIZE 9
WTH19651710 - SIZE 10
WTH19651711 - SIZE 11
WTH19651712 - SIZE 12
Reg. Dealer Price: $122.00

WTH19651700 - THREE GLOVE SETS, 1 EACH OF SIZES 8, 9 AND 10
Reg. Dealer Price: $364.00

**Leather Protector Gloves:**
- Ultimate electric shock protection safeguarding integrity of the rubber insulated gloves
- Rubber insulating gloves are a critical PPE component for electrical work on or near exposed energized parts.
- To ensure worker safety and the integrity of the rubber insulated glove the leather protectors need to be worn.
- The leather protector glove offers the highest dexterity while providing cut, puncture, and abrasion protection to your rubber insulated glove.
- Suitable to wear with Class 0 & 00 gloves.
- Extends life of your rubber insulated gloves while providing excellent hand protection
- For use with 11” electrical insulating gloves

**Electrical Insulating Gloves:**
- Made from natural rubber latex using an environmentally friendly dipping process for ultimate flexibility and dexterity
- The ergonomic hand-at-rest shape and non-splayed fingers reduce hand fatigue
- The generous flared cuff allows room for clothing and improves ventilation
- The design also features a smooth-finish for easy donning and doffing performance and protection
- Natural Rubber Latex for ultimate durability and flexibility
- Case hardened finish provides smoother surface for easy donning and doffing performance and protection

**GLOVE SIZING CHART**

8 19.1 - 20.3 cm
9 21.6 - 22.9 cm
10 24.1 - 25.4 cm
11 26.7 - 27.9 cm
12 29.2 - 30.5 cm

**NOTE:** Leather protector gloves themselves offer no protection against high or low voltage and should always be worn over rubber insulating gloves.

**TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 6-MONTH INNER GLOVE REPLACEMENT PROGRAM SPECIAL!**

Order your complete Glove Set/s using the following part numbers, and we will automatically order and auto ship replacement Electrical Insulating (Inner) Glove Sets in 6-month intervals from the date of your original order.*

Each order will be documented and certification of the Inner Glove reorder will be sent with every glove.

**6-Month Replacement Program**

ORDER NO.
Both Glove Sets (Inner and Outer) are sold in pairs (1 left / 1 right)
WTH19651708-R - SIZE 8
WTH19651709-R - SIZE 9
WTH19651710-R - SIZE 10
WTH19651711-R - SIZE 11
WTH19651712-R - SIZE 12
Reg. Dealer Price: $115.00

WTH19651700-R - THREE GLOVE SETS, 1 EACH OF SIZES 8, 9 AND 10
Reg. Dealer Price: $343.00

**NOTE:** Regulations mandate re-certification or auto replacement every 6 months of all safety gloves. It is preferable to auto ship the inner glove every 6 months automatically to stay OSHA compliant. Certification of all auto shipment orders will be provided every order. Refer to regulations for specifics.

* Electrical Insulating Glove Replacement Set reorders will be processed at the regular dealer price in effect on that date.

For Additional Details or to Order Online, Log in to GMDEsolutions.com Today!
Replacement Gloves:

High Voltage Premium
Goat Skin Leather Protectors
for use with 11” gloves.

ORDER NO.
Outer Glove Sets are sold in pairs
(1 left / 1 right)
WTH17015008 - SIZE 8
WTH17015009 - SIZE 9
WTH17015010 - SIZE 10
WTH17015011 - SIZE 11
WTH17015012 - SIZE 12
Reg. Dealer Price: $40.00

OUTER GLOVE:
Ultimate protection safeguarding
integrity of the rubber insulated gloves

Black Electrical Insulating
Inner Gloves - Class 0

ORDER NO.
Outer Glove Sets are sold in pairs
(1 left / 1 right)
WTH17011008 - SIZE 8
WTH17011009 - SIZE 9
WTH17011010 - SIZE 10
WTH17011011 - SIZE 11
WTH17011012 - SIZE 12
Reg. Dealer Price: $87.00

INNER GLOVE:
Ultimate fit, comfort and performance
for electrical workers’ safety and protection

CONSIDER THESE OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES BEING OFFERED WITH YOUR SAFETY IN MIND:

High Voltage Gloves should never be used if you suspect damage.
High Voltage Gloves MUST be inspected prior to each use.
These accessories can help you inspect the Electrical Insulating Inner Gloves for damage and assist with proper storage to prevent potential damage.

WTH17010001
GLOVE INFLATOR KIT
Reg. Dealer Price: $182.00
- Easy-to-use design with non-slip base
- No straps or bands required
- Used for quick and thorough inspection of insulated rubber gloves
- In compliance with OSHA 1910.137 requiring daily inspection of insulating equipment

WTH17010002
NOVAX NYLON BAG BLACK
Reg. Dealer Price: $19.00
- Store rubber insulating gloves up to 11” in length
- Light weight with plastic hook for mounting
- Snap closure

WTH17010003
COTTON LIGHT WEIGHT
UNHEMMED GLOVES, 10”
(PKG OF 12 SETS)
Reg. Dealer Price: $8.00
- Constructed in a two piece, reversible pattern using 100% cotton fabric
- Designed to minimize contamination of products from human hands
- Can be used as liners under disposable and unsupported liquid proof gloves